The scheme still utilizes an 8th-order compact scheme with built-in hyperviscosity for smooth regions and a 7th-order WENO scheme for highly compressive regions, but now both in their conservation formulations and for the latter with the Roe type characteristic-wise reconstruction. To enhance the robustness of the WENO scheme without compromising its high-resolution and accuracy, the recursive-order-reduction procedure is adopted, where a new type of reconstruction-failure-detection criterion is constructed. To capture the upwind direction properly in extreme conditions, the global Lax-Friedrichs numerical flux is used. In addition, a new form of cooling function is proposed, which is proved to be positivity-preserving. With these techniques, the new scheme not only inherits the good properties of the original one but also extends largely the computable range of turbulent Mach number, which has been further confirmed by numerical results.
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Introduction
Compressible turbulence is of fundamental importance to a number of natural phenomena and industrial applications, including interstellar medium [1, 2] , solar winds [3] , star-forming clouds in galaxies [4] , high-temperature reactive flows [5] , supersonic aircraft design [6] and inertial confinement fusion [7, 8] .
With increasing computational resources, direct numerical simulations of incompressible turbulent flows have been routinely conducted for many canonical boundary conditions and geometries. Similar developments for compressible flows are desired in order to provide parameterizations needed for modeling complex compressible turbulence in relevant applications.
While the pseudo-spectral method for incompressible isotropic homogeneous turbulence in a periodic domain has been well established [9] , such a standard method is no longer suitable for compressible turbulence at high Mach numbers due to the notorious Gibbs phenomenon [10] . To overcome this barrier, two major strategies can be taken. The first one is the shock-fitting approach, which treats shock waves as genuine discontinuities, with dynamics governed by their own algebraic equations, and uses the Rankine-Hugoniot relations as a set of nonlinear boundary conditions to relate the states on the two sides of the discontinuity [11] . The second one is the shock-capturing approach, which uses the same discretization scheme at all points and achieves regularization through the addition of numerical dissipation. Although the former guarantees more accurate representations of shocked flows, it is merely feasible in cases where the shock topology is extremely simple and no shock wave forms during the calculation. Since our ultimate goal is to simulate compressible turbulence where shocklets form randomly, we discuss only the latter within the context of finite difference method (FDM) in this paper. Specifically, there are four major methods of this approach, namely, the classical shock-capturing methods [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] , the artificial viscosity methods [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] , the nonlinear filtering methods [25, 26, 27, 28] , and the hybrid methods [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] . For a review on these methods, the paper of Pirozzoli [34] is highly recommended. At present, the hybrid methods are still the most superior one [35] and thus are the main concern of this paper.
Briefly speaking, the hybrid methods are based on the idea of endowing a baseline spectral-like scheme with shock-capturing capability through local replacement with a classical shock-capturing scheme, where the shock sensor plays a key role. Along this direction, some progresses have been made in the past two decades. In particular, Adams and Shariff [30] first considered a truly adaptive hybrid discretization, consisting of a baseline 5th-order compact upwind (CU) scheme coupled with a 5th-order essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) scheme, where the shock sensor is based on the local gradient of the flux vector components. Pirozzoli [31] expanded this method by transforming it into a fully conservative formulation, replacing the ENO with weighted essentially nonoscillatory (WENO), and using the local density gradient as the shock sensor.
This method was further improved by Ren et al. [32] , who used the Roe type characteristic-wise reconstruction and introduced a complex weight function to gradually switch between CU and WENO at the interface. Zhou et al. [36] introduced a new family of CU and combined this with WENO. There are also several other studies that combine the usual, non-compact scheme and WENO [37, 38, 39] , but they have the very similar issues in shock detection and the interface treatments as discussed above.
Recently, Wang et al. [33] developed a novel hybrid numerical scheme with built-in hyperviscosity that is applicable to the numerical simulation of compressible isotropic turbulence (CIT) with relatively high turbulent Mach number M t 1.0. This scheme utilizes a 7th-order WENO scheme for highly compressive regions and an 8th-order compact central (CC) scheme for smooth regions, with the shock sensor being the shocklet detection algorithm given by Samtaney et al. [40] . In addition, a numerical hyperviscosity formulation is proposed to remove the alias error without compromising numerical accuracy. With this scheme (hereafter we call it Wang's scheme for short), they made a thorough study of CIT at M t 1.0, including but not limited to effect of shocklets on the velocity gradients [41] , effects of local compressibility on the statistical properties and structures of velocity gradients [42] , scaling and statistics of velocity structure functions [43] , and shocklets-particle interaction [44] , to name a few.
For recent progress in this direction, please see the review of Chen et al. [45] .
Needless to say, these progresses have deepened our understandings of compressible turbulence. But their computable range of M t is still too narrow. As a result, the thermodynamic process has not been fully activated since the kinetic energy is still much smaller than the internal energy. In fact, if the averaged kinetic energy equals to the averaged internal energy, there must be M t ≈ 1.9 for polytropic gas with specific heat ratio γ = 1.4. However, for such a large M t , some numerical instability issues may bring up, making Wang's scheme blow-up.
On the other hand, although the available M t in literature has been as large as 17 for isothermal Euler turbulence [46] , it is scarcely larger than unity for the simulated turbulence of viscous and compressible fluid. For example, the largest M t for this type of flow in literature is 0.6 for compact scheme [47] , 0.8 for optimized WENO scheme [48] , 0.885 for gas kinetic method [49] , 1.02 for localized artificial method [50] , and 1.03 for hybrid approach [43] . Therefore, our present aim is to extend Wang's scheme to a wider range of M t .
The paper is organized as follows. Some backgrounds will be first presented in § 2. Then, by improving its robustness and proposing a new form of cooling function, Wang's scheme will be extended to flows with a higher M t in § 3, which inherits the good properties of the former. A series of numerical tests are then shown in § 4 to illustrate the improvement and extension of the new schemes. Finally, main conclusions are summarized in § 5.
Backgrounds

Governing equations for compressible turbulent flow
In this study we consider a compressible turbulence of a perfect gas driven and maintained by large-scale momentum forcing f and thermal forcing Λ. The governing equations are
where
are the conservative variable and the source term, respectively,
are the inviscid fluxes along x, y, and z directions, respectively, and
are the viscous fluxes along x, y, and z directions, respectively. In particular, under the Stokes assumption, the viscous stress tensor {τ ij } is
where θ = ∇ · u is the dilatation and µ is the dynamic viscosity.
For the perfect gas, the viscosity µ, as well as the heat transfer coefficient κ, increases with temperature T , which can be well modeled by Sutherland's law [51] ,
where subscript 0 denotes reference value. For air, µ 0 = 1.716 × 10 −5 kg/m · s, T 0 = 273.15K, and (6) is valid when 0.37 ≤ T /T 0 ≤ 7.0; while κ 0 can be obtained from the definition P r = µ 0 c p /κ 0 , where P r is the Prandtl number that can be approximated as 0.7 when 0.73 ≤ T /T 0 ≤ 9.2, and c p is the specific heat at constant pressure, which, for perfect gas, also depends only on T . For moderate large M t , the local temperature can be very small due to the energy exchange between kinetic energy and internal energy. For instance, when M t = 2.3, the minimum value of T /T 0 can be as small as 0.13, which may violate the Sutherland law. On the other hand, for extremely large M t ≥ 5, the assumption of perfect gas may be invalid and the real gas effect should be taken into account [52] . These topics are of course very important, however, they are out of the scope of this paper.
Similar to forcing incompressible turbulence [53] , the momentum forcing field f is constructed in the Fourier space by fixing the kinetic energy E(k)
per unit mass within the two lowest wave number shells, 0.5 < k ≤ 1.5 and 1.5 < k ≤ 2.5, to prescribed values consistent with the k −5/3 kinetic energy spectrum. Other ways to add the forcing term can be found in literatures, for example, Jagannathan and Donzis [47] . Since momentum forcing increases the total energy of the system, one has to devise a mechanism to remove energy to maintain a stationary state. This can be done by removing energy through the cooling function Λ either such that the mean internal energy is kept constant or homogeneously and with a value equal to the average energy input at every step [47] . In particular, following Passot et al. [54] , Wang et al. [33] proposed the following cooling function
where a and b are two parameters. Three different values of b, namely, b = 0, 2, 4, were considered by Wang et al. [33] , and no significant differences were found at their investigated range of M t . When M t is larger than unity, however, these cooling functions will lead to negative temperature. Thus, a new form of cooling function is desiring, which is to be done in § 3.4 below.
The 7th-order WENO scheme
For completeness the 7th-order WENO scheme of Balsara and Shu [55] is listed here. Consider the scalar hyperbolic conservation law given by
with proper initial and boundary conditions. By the hyperbolicity of (8), ∂f /∂u is a real function of u. Let {I j } be a uniform partition of the solution domain in space, where I j = {x j− = ∆x. The semi-discrete conservative finite difference scheme of (8) can be written as ∂u ∂t +f
wheref j+ 1 2 is the numerical flux function. Then, if
the scheme is called k-th order accurate in space.
In general, the flux f can be split into a positive part and a negative part,
which can be carried out either by the Boltzmann approach (e.g., Lax-Friedrichs flux, Steger-Warming flux) or the Riemann approach (e.g., Godunov flux, Roe flux). A brief discussion about the upwind capture method is given in § 3.3 below. In particular, for the positive flux, there iŝ
where q
is obtained by a 3rd-order polynomial reconstruction of f + (u(x j+1/2 )) on kth set of candidate stencils S k ,
and ω k is the weight, which can be written as
Here, C k is the optimal weight,
the power p = 2, ǫ = 10 −6 is a positive real number which is introduced to avoid the denominator becoming zero, and IS k is a smoothness measurement of the flux function on the kth candidate stencil,
i.e.,
where k = 0, 1, 2, 3 and
1 (
Note that the above arguments are only suitable for positive flux f + j+1/2 . Nevertheless, the negative flux f − j+1/2 is the same as f + j+1/2 but with the corresponding j + k replaced by j + 1 − k.
The hybrid scheme of Wang et al. (2010)
Wang et al. [33] combined the above 7th-order WENO scheme [55] for the shock regions and an 8th-order CC scheme [56] for smooth regions to treat the advection terms in the governing equations, where the shock front is identified by spatial points with highly negative local dilatation as defined by θ/θ rms < −3 [40] . Here θ rms denotes the root-mean-square of the dilatation field. Additional six grid points are added on both left and right in each spatial direction immediately outside the front to depress the potential oscillation due to the interface. Thus, they obtained
where F ′ is the x-derivative of the physical flux,
for smooth regions,
for shock regions,
at the joint,
and
On the one hand, the upwind direction was captured by the Steger-Warming flux splitting method [57] . The viscous term in the momentum equation was handled by a 6th-order non-compact central scheme. The same method was used for the viscous dissipation term in the energy equation. However, the thermal diffusion term in the energy equation was treated by an 8th-order compact scheme, since it carries several other parameters. The time marching was performed by an explicit low storage 2nd-order Runge-Kutta technique [58] .
On the other hand, since the central scheme is not stable due to the existence of alias error [59] , Wang et al. [33] proposed a natural numerical viscosity treatment, in line with compact schemes, that will dissipate the unwanted small-scale fluctuations without compromising the accuracy of the scheme. The novel aspect of the implementation is that the numerical viscosity term has a high-order spatial structure similar to the discretization error of the overall numerical method. This is accomplished by taking the difference of two compact algorithms of 2nd-order spatial derivatives. The first is based on a CC scheme applied to the 1st-order spatial derivatives, but applied twice to yield the 2nd-order derivatives, while the second is a CC scheme applied directly to the 2nd-order derivatives. This technique will also be adopted in the present paper and more details can be found in Wang et al. [33] .
The improved and extended hybrid scheme
Before proceeding, we first remark that there are two possibilities that may degrade the high-resolution of the scheme of Wang et al. [33] . One is that their scheme is not in truly conservation formulation as they asserted. This can be seen clearly from (21), where the derivative of physical flux rather than numerical flux is solved. In fact, the scheme in truly conservation formulation
whereF is the numerical flux and F Hybrid j+1/2 is still given by (22) . This can be obtained by following the tactic of Pirozzoli [31] , of which the concept can be dated back to Lax [60] . Our numerical results show that this improvement has a negligible effect on the statistical properties of the flow field. However, for the instantaneous distribution of flow field there are some significant differences when shocklets exist (figure not shown). For example, when M t = 0.7 there may be a relative larger discontinuity of the result obtained by the original scheme, which may be spurious and could lead to spurious oscillations. Thus, we prefer (24) rather than (21) as our final formulation.
The other one is that the WENO scheme they adopted is based on the conservation-wise reconstruction rather than the characteristic-wise reconstruction, which may also lead to spurious oscillations. This can be improved by following the procedure of Ren et al. [32] , of which the technique can be traced back to Harten et al. [61] , where an implicit assumption, i.e., there is at least one smooth stencil, was used to prove the ENO property of the ENO scheme. This assumption, however, can never be satisfied in such problems where shock waves intersect with each other. To depress potential oscillations due to the violation of this assumption, Harten et al. [18] first recommended to use this kind of reconstruction. Similar to the first case, this improvement has also a negligible effect on the statistical properties of the flow field for M t < 1. For extreme conditions (say, M t ≫ 1) where all flow processes are activated and so are their interactions, the scheme incorporated with conservation-wise reconstruction may fail due to numerical instability. Thus, we choose the characteristic-wise reconstruction, of which the details are given in § 3.1 and some one-dimensional numerical results are given in § 4.1.
Characteristic-wise reconstruction alone, however, can never totally depress numerical oscillations and avoid blow-up. This is more serious in high-order schemes. Since these oscillations are mainly due to the Gibbs phenomena, more robust WENO schemes are desiring. Realizing that the lower-order stencils are more likely to have at least one smooth stencil than that of a higher one, it is natural to take a lower-order scheme if there is no smooth stencil of the higher-order. This can be carried out recursively until the 1st-order scheme if there are discontinuities everywhere, which can be designed monotonic and of which the solution has been mathematically proved to exist at least for onedimensional flow. This is the so-called recursive-order-reduction (ROR) method [62, 63] , where the key ingredient is the reconstruction-failure-detection (RFD) criterion. However, the available criteria are mainly based on the absolute finite difference of the density or pressure, which is somewhat empirical and may be problematic for complex applications. Thus, more natural criterion is very helpful. Along this direction, we observe that the idea of bound-preserving limiters can be used as our criterion [64] . In particular, Hu et al. [65] proposed an a posteriori approach, which first detects the critical numerical fluxes that may lead to negative pressure or density and then imposes a positivity-preserving flux limiter to correct the fluxes. Although this approach is simple and has a strong mathematical foundation, it still can not be directly utilized since wrong solution may be obtained. Nevertheless, the essential idea of positivity-preserving can be exploited as the RFD criterion, which will be incorporated in the improved hybrid scheme in § 3.2.
During our numerical tests, we also found that, in the framework of flux vector splitting (FVS) approach, the upwind direction can not be properly captured if local type splitting is used when M t > 1, such as the Steger-Warming (SW) flux splitting used by Wang et al. [33] or local Lax-Friedrichs (LF) flux splitting, which will also lead the simulation to blow up even for the 1st-order upwind scheme. However, for global one, such as the global LF flux splitting, it works well. Thus, the global LF flux will be adopted in our scheme and a physical explanation is given in § 3.3. Other types of global flux should also work well, which, however, will not be tested in the present paper.
In addition, as remarked in § 2.1, the cooling function of Wang et al. [33] may also bring up some numerical instability issues when M t > 1. That is, it may lead to negative temperature and thus makes the simulation blow up. This is indeed the case for the uniform cooling, where the simulation blows up even for the 1st-order monotonic schemes such as the Godunov scheme when M t = 2.
To overcome this difficulty, a positivity preserving cooling function is proposed in § 3.4.
Characteristic-wise reconstruction
In the present paper, a hybrid compact-WENO scheme is proposed which couples the conservation-wise compact sub-scheme with the characteristic-wise WENO sub-scheme. The evaluation of the numerical flux functions for the characteristic-wise compact scheme has been proposed by Ren et al. [32] . Since it is relatively new, we repeat it here for reference. For completeness, some useful equations are also listed here [15] .
Then we have (see (1) for reference)
The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrices A, B, C are
and the corresponding right and left eigenvectors are
respectively.
On the other hand, the local characteristic decompositions are adopted. Take the flux along x-direction as an example, there is,
where U j+1/2 is the Roe average [66] ,
Then, by projecting the fluxes onto the characteristic plane, there is
where F ± is given by (44) 
Positivity preserving scheme
One important issue of high-order conservative schemes is that nonphysical negative density or pressure (failure of positivity) can lead to an ill-posed system, which may cause blow-up of the numerical scheme. In particular, for high-order schemes positivity failure can occur due to interpolation errors at or near very strong discontinuities even though the flow physically is far away from vacuum.
Thus, schemes which can preserve the positivity of density and pressure are very desiring. Along this direction, various bound-preserving limiters have been proposed, which have been reviewed by Shu [64] .
Recently, Hu et al. [65] proposed an a posteriori approach within the content of FDM, which first detects the critical numerical fluxes that may lead to negative pressure or density and then imposes a positivity-preserving flux limiter by combining the high-order numerical flux with the 1st-order LF flux to satisfy a sufficient condition for preserving positivity to correct the fluxes. This approach is simple and has a strong mathematical foundation. However, it can not be directly implemented in our scheme yet since the pressure or density is set to a prescribed small value when negative pressure or density occurs, which is reasonable only for nearly vacuum flow but will lead to the wrong solution in shocked flow where negative pressure or density occurs due to nonphysical oscillations. Recall that all shock capturing schemes at the location of shock waves are no more than 1st-order, we may set the flux limiter to be zero instead of to set the pressure or density to be a prescribed small value when negative pressure or density occurs. Combined with special initial conditions and the improvement to be discussed later, this technique can indeed make our scheme suitable for the simulation of CIT even with M t = 3.0. However, our numerical results (not shown here) indicate that the direct interchange between the 7th-order WENO scheme and the 1st-order monotone scheme will lead to excessive numerical viscosity. Thus, we prefer to only utilize the idea of Hu et al. [65] as the RFD criterion of the ROR-WENO method.
Following Hu et al. [65] , the general explicit kth-order conservative scheme with Euler-forward time integration can be written as
).
The positivity-preserving property for the scheme (40) refers to the property that the density and pressure are positive for U 
Thus, a sufficient condition for preserving positivity is that all terms within parentheses have positive density and pressure. For instance, if First, define
where the numerical fluxF i+ 1 2 ,j,k has been replaced by that of a high-order WENO scheme F WENO i+ 1 2 ,j,k . Next, calculate the corresponding density and pressure of U + i,j,k and U − i+1,j,k . If either of them is negative or smaller than a prescribed value, then we reduce the order of the WENO scheme and recompute the WENO flux. This can be recursively performed until the 1st-order global LF flux
which has the positivity-preserving property under a proper CFL number, wherê λ s is given by (45) below. Another good property of this procedure is that it can be performed on an arbitrary single point. Similar procedures can be applied to the flux G and H , which are omitted here.
Upwind-capturing methods
When approximating a hyperbolic system of conservation laws with the socalled upwind differences, we must, in the first place, determine in which direction each of a variety of signals moves through the computational grid. For this purpose, two physical models of the interaction between computational cells can be used. The first one is the Riemann or flux difference splitting (FDS) approach, where neighboring cells interact through discrete, finite-amplitude waves, which are found by solving Riemann's initial-value problem for the discontinuity at the cell interface. Examples are the methods of Roe [66] and of
Osher [67] . The other one is the Boltzmann or FVS approach, where the interaction of neighboring cells is accomplished through mixing of pseudo-particles that move in and out of each cell according to a given velocity distribution.
Examples are the methods of Steger and Warming [57] and of van Leer [68] .
Since this approach is relatively simple, it is adopted in our new scheme as well as that of Wang et al. [33] .
In our numerical tests, we found that all schemes even the 1st-order upwind scheme based on local LF flux or SW flux fails when M t > 1. This abnormal phenomenon makes us to take a deep look at the FVS approach, which can be understood more clearly by tracing back to the "beam scheme" of Sanders and
Prendergast [69] , where the velocity distribution function was represented by three delta-function with four unknowns, of which only one is a free parameter when the mass, momentum, and kinetic energy are preserved. When the free parameter is properly chosen, the SW flux is recovered. Realizing this close relation between the "beam scheme" and SW flux, we think the failure of the latter at M t > 1 cases is due to the following conjecture: The local instantaneous velocity distribution function is very close to that of the global averaged one when there is no very strong shock waves in the flow, say, M t < 1; however, when M t > 1 the shocklets can merge to very strong shock waves, leading the local instantaneous velocity distribution function very different to that of the global averaged one. To distinguish the forward-and backward-moving particles, in our viewpoint, the averaged velocity distribution function rather than the local instantaneous one should be used. Thus, we propose to use the global LF flux as the building blocks of the WENO scheme. Take the flux F along the x direction as an example again, there is
with λ s given by (29) and N representing the number of points involved in the WENO flux. With this flux as building blocks, the 1st-order scheme is indeed very robust.
Cooling function
The cooling function of Wang et al. [33] is given by (7), which is accomplished in program by changing the local internal energy per unit volume directly but keeping the local density and the average internal energy unchanged after cooling. Denote E 0 and E 1 as the local internal energy before and after cooling, respectively, there is
Note that we have substituted T in (7) by E 0 since E 0 is proportional to T 0 and ρ 0 , of which the latter can be absorbed into the factor a.
Denote E 0 and E 1 as the averaged internal energy before and after cooling, respectively. Since the averaged internal energy must be kept as constant, there is E 1 = const., which is the averaged internal energy of the system in stationary state. Let b be the adjustable parameter, then (46) can be reduced to
Now it can be seen clearly when negative temperature will happen: If and only if
, heat is removed from the system, then negative temperature may appear. In contrast, however, if E 0 < E 1 , i.e., heat is added into the system, then no negative temperature will present when E 0 > 0.
It is hard to obtain all possible values of b such that E 1 is positivity preserving, that is, E 1 > 0 as long as E 0 > 0. This difficulty comes from the fact that E 0 is a random number such that its operators of expectation and bth-order power can not be interchanged arbitrarily. Nevertheless, there are indeed some cases that they can be interchanged, say, b = 0 and b = 1. The former is the uniform cooling as adopted by Wang et al. [33] , which indicates a translation of the reference internal energy. Since E 0 may have very large fluctuations at very large M t , this translation may lead some value of E 0 falling below zero, resulting simulation blow-up. For the latter, (47) reduces to
which means that the amount of heat removed or added is not a constant but a value proportional to the local internal energy and the inverse of averaged internal energy before cooling. Obviously, this operation is positivity preserving and keeps the averaged internal energy constant. Thus, we still adopt the cooling function (7), but propose the value of the parameter b to be 1 rather than 0, 2, or 4 as Wang et al. [33] did. Note that this difference also has a negligible effect on the statistical properties of the flow field at stationary state for M t < 1, which has been confirmed by our numerical results (see § 4.2 below).
Numerical results
In this section, we present several numerical results to demonstrate the capabilities of our hybrid method, especially its improvements and extension of Wang's scheme. All problems are numerically solved by the 2nd-order TVD Runge-Kutta time advanced method [58] .
One-dimensional problems
In this subsection we will consider three classical problems, namely, the Sod problem, the Lax problem, and the Woodward-Colella problem. In particular, the initial condition for the Sod problem is [70] (ρ, u, p) =    (1.000, 0, 1.0),
and the final simulation time is t = 0.2; the initial condition for the Lax problem is [60] (ρ, u, p) =    (0.445, 0.689, 3.528), x < 0.5, (0.500, 0.000, 0.571),
and the final simulation time is t = 0.14; and the initial condition for the Woodward-Colella problem is [71] (ρ, u, p) =
and the boundary conditions are reflected boundaries at x = 0 and 1. These problems are numerically solved by both the present scheme (hereafter we call it Liu's scheme for short) and Wang's scheme [33] . The results are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, where the exact solutions are obtained by Liu's scheme with a much larger grid number. Note that in these simulations only the shock-capturing sub-scheme is activated.
As seen from these figures, the numerical solution of the Sod problem from Wang's scheme has already shown some spurious oscillations even though the strengths of discontinuities are still very weak (see Fig. 1 ), which is more significant when the strengths become strong (see Figs. 2 and 3 ). This is a typical characteristic of high-order shock-capturing schemes, of which the oscillations can be depressed if low-order schemes are used (not shown here). In contrast, the results obtained from Liu's scheme show almost none oscillations in all these three problems, indicating that characteristic-wise reconstruction alone can indeed depress spurious oscillations when the discontinuities are not too strong ( Figs. 1 and 2) . As a result, we can simply turn off the ROR procedures. However, this is not the case for the Woodward-Colella problem, where the strengths of discontinuities are too strong such that characteristic-wise reconstruction alone still leads to blow-up of the simulation with the 7th-order WENO. This can be overcome either by lower the order of the scheme or turn on the ROR procedures as given in § 3.2. Thus, Wang's scheme has indeed been improved by Liu's scheme.
Forced compressible turbulence
In this subsection we shall consider a few simulations for forced compressible turbulence at different resolutions and schemes, as well as different turbulent Mach numbers. Other flow statistics of the simulations are compiled in Table 2 Table 2 imply that the small-scale flow is already well resolved in the 256 3 simulation since 1.87 > π/2 = 1.57, needless to say the 512 3 simulation. In addition, if we set Re = 100 then all these three resolutions can well resolve the small-scale flow (results not shown here).
In Fig. 7 we plot the averaged compensated kinetic energy spectra per unit volume averaged over the time interval 8 t/T e 16 for different grid resolutions and Mach numbers. All spectra tend to converge to that of 512 3 resolution.
In particular, the energy spectra from 256 3 and 512 3 resolutions overlap in almost all resolved scale ranges, implying the convergence of energy spectra under this grid refinement. In addition, a short inertial range is identified, with a Kolmogrov constant of about E(1)ε −2/3 ≈ 1.6. Evidently, this inertial range will extend when Reynolds number increases since η decreases with Re. 
Preliminary comparisons of compressible isotropic turbulence
Although the computations have already convergent at the 256 3 resolution, we give here some preliminary comparisons of compressible turbulence simulated at the 512 3 resolution since our present focus is to illustrate the effectiveness of Fig. 10 shows the corresponding instantaneous iso-surface of dilatation field with θ/θ rms = −3. Obviously, the amount of shocklets in the whole flow field of the case M t = 2.06 is larger than that of M t = 1.02. This is even true on an arbitrary but the same slice for these two flows, which has been confirmed by Fig. 11 , where the corresponding instantaneous dilatation contour on a slice is shown.
A direct consequence of more shocklets is that the thermodynamic quanti- there is also a significant amount of regions where density is quite lower. For example, for the case M t = 2.06 and R λ = 106 the density can be as small This confirms the effectiveness of the present scheme to simulate compressible turbulence with a much wider range of turbulent Mach number.
Conclusions
In this paper, the hybrid scheme proposed by Wang et al. [33] has been improved and extended to compressible turbulence with a wider range of computable turbulent Mach number M t . To achieve this goal, some techniques have been utilized. Firstly, in order to reduce nonphysical oscillations, the original hybrid scheme has been modified to the conservation form and the characteristic-wise reconstruction has been adopted. The latter is necessary to obtain a monotonic flux. Secondly, the recursive-order-reduction (ROR) method has been applied to the WENO sub-scheme, where the reconstruction-failuredetection criterion is constructed based on the idea of positivity-preserving.
This sub-scheme is very effective to capture shocklets or shock waves with suffi- With the present scheme, one can obtain numerical data of supersonic turbulence of viscous fluid and make detailed flow analyses, which can help to deepen our understandings of compressible turbulence. More researches along this direction are under consideration and will be published elsewhere.
